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ABSTRACT
Diffusion of Innovation: The Introduction of a Point-of-Use
Ceramic Water filter to South Texas Colonia Residents

MAY 2017

Sara A. Buentello, B.A, Texas A&M International University;
Chair of Committee: Dr. John C. Kilburn, Jr.

People living in South Texas colonias continue to face developing world living
conditions. Many residents of the colonias still live without basic and fundamental utilities
including running water in their homes. Worldwide lack of access to clean running water is a
major social problem and found in new colonias. Research has found that point-of-use ceramic
water filters (CWFs) are a viable and cost effective way to purify water and developing countries
throughout the world use them today. This study employs Everett Rogers’s 1964 Diffusion of
Innovation Theory. Rogers’s theory has been applied in countless studies to analyze the
processes through which communities adopt new technologies or practices. One adoption
technology, CWFs are made by a facility in the general area in which the residents interviewed
for this study live. Results found that residents were interested in the CWF but had not been
introduced to the filter and were unaware that a filter making facility was near their homes.
While the focus of this study was to determine whether residents would adopt CWF technology,
what came into question was why the innovation had not diffused. Research has found that a
major reason attributed to a failure to diffuse is that outreach services do not rapidly adapt to the
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creation of new colonia residents through contact and education about the water filter. Potential
adopters did show interest in the CWF when its use was explained as a part of this study. State
and local resources need to be deployed to prevent communication of water-borne diseases and
preserve new colonia resident’s health.
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INTRODUCTION
Colonias in Webb County, Texas continue to have basic standard of living problems that
impact the daily lives of its residents. These places lack paved streets, access to health clinics,
emergency services, public transportation, indoor plumbing, and clean drinking water. In short,
colonias continue to lack the daily necessities we all take for granted. These lacks for basic human
amenities are reproduced through inaccessibility and neglect and thus should not exist. Webb
County colonias are not situated in a developing country, although they seem to be, but lie within
the borders of the most powerful, industrialized and modern country in the world, the United
States.
Research was conducted in three South Texas colonias struggling to address the quality of
life and health problems they face living without access to potable drinking water. Per the Texas
Secretary of State Office (SOS, 2016) it is estimated that more than 400,000 Texans live in lowincome colonias throughout the state. Living conditions in many Texas colonias are likened to the
Global South, a North-South economic divide that includes developing countries such as Africa,
Latin America and the Middle East (Wolvers, et al. retrieved 2016). In particular, the colonias
studied lack necessary infrastructure that includes safe water for drinking.
Most diseases that spread through waterborne pathogens result in intestinal infections, diarrhea,
dehydration, stunted growth, and cognitive impairment. The World Health Organization
estimates that between 1.5 and 1.8 million people, mostly young children; die because of
waterborne diseases (WHO, 2004; Clasen, Schmidt, et al., 2007; Heri & Mosler, 2006; Kosek,
____________
This thesis follows the style of Water and Environmental Journal.
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Bern, & Guerrant, 2003). Research has shown that ceramic water filters (CFWs) are potential
alternatives to providing clean drinking water where no public water and sanitation infrastructure
exists. The adoption of point-of-use ceramic water filters (CWF), an innovative technology
available throughout the world (Abebe, et al, 2014; Bielefeldt et al., 2010; Bielefeldt et al, 2009),
has yet to be introduced to South Texas colonias in need. Although simple in design when
compared to contemporary public water utility purification, field tests have shown CWFs to be a
proven source for purifying contaminated water sources (Bielefeldt, Kowalski and Summers,
2009; Simonis and Basson, 2011). While a CWF prototype facility led by the Texas A&M
University Colonias Program (TAMUCP) is in the study area of this research, residents
interviewed reported little to no knowledge about its availability, use, or benefits. In 2005, The
Laredo under Seven Flags Rotary Club obtained two grants totally approximately $7000 to build
the CWF making facility and to purchase the supplies needed to make filters, such as the kiln,
the press, and other supplies. The funding was matched by a College Station Rotary Club thus
providing the program with funds to build the facility and start the filter making process. The
program’s responsibility was to make the filters and to educate the residents about the potential
health and economic benefits the filter could offer. In 2012, the facility was built; however,
stands idle and no filters have been made for colonia residents to benefit from.

COLONIAS
This study finds that colonia residents living in South Texas colonias are open to
adopting a CWF as a viable way to purify their drinking water. However, most of those
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interviewed were not aware that the filters existed. Therefore, dissemination of this solution to
the water problem must begin with informing the public about this innovation.
Today, throughout the US-Mexico Border Region, many isolated rural communities
known as colonias exist. Colonias are informal, unincorporated rural communities, typically
populated by identified populations. It is estimated that there are 2,294 colonias in Texas alone,
more than in any other state in the nation. In Webb County, there are 62 colonias, 35 of which
have no running water (SOS, retrieved, 2016). In general, colonias have been characterized as
poor, economically depressed communities that often lack adequate and formal infrastructure,
such as paved roads, running water, electricity, and established sanitation systems (SOS, 2016).
Like other colonias throughout the state, Webb County colonias are overwhelmed with similar
problems that impact the daily lives of their residents. Besides the absence of basic utilities,
many colonias lack indoor plumbing, easy access to healthcare clinics, emergency services, and
public transportation. Although at first appearance, colonia’s urban landscapes are in disrepair
and underdeveloped, a characteristic of developing world nations, they are far from it; they are
found within the borders the U.S.
Per the U.S. Census (2010), 96 percent of colonia residents are Latino/Hispanic, 11
percent are unemployed, 42 percent live well below the national poverty level, and 23 percent
have less than a completed high school education. Colonias are known for having high poverty
rates. Residents of colonias have a median household income of $28,928. In comparison, the
state median household income is $50,920. More than 40 percent of colonias residents are on
food stamps and public assistance (American Fact Finder and U.S. Census, 2010). Within the
colonias, there is also a lack of meaningful employment. The employed family member
commutes to the City of Laredo and other nearby communities for work. Additionally, because
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of a lack of resources, families living in the colonias usually have no more than one vehicle,
which is used by the employed family member to get to and from work. The remaining family
members must rely on alternative modes of transportation.
Apart from economic issues, the health concerns for colonia residents are alarming. The
lack of potable water which is needed for cooking and bathing, create unsanitary living
conditions that put the health of these families at risk. Young children and the aging population
are more likely prone to intestinal and skin illnesses due to lower immunity levels. To curb the
problem, the State of Texas has attempted to pass legislation to prevent the development of
colonias and to end the occupation of current colonias but has failed to do so
(www.sos.state.tx.us, Colonia Legislation in Texas, retrieved 2016). The failure of this is an
immediate need for humanitarian intervention.
Through field and archive investigation, it was found that Webb County’s colonias were
first established in the 1950’s (SOS, 2016). This was done by landowners selling unproductive
parcels of land to families that wanted a place to build a home but could not otherwise obtain
conventional financing. These owners financed the parcels of land themselves through a contract
for deed document which was more financially beneficial to the landowners than to the
purchaser. Residents were told that amenities like water, electricity, paved roads and sewer
would soon follow. However, many residents, some of which have occupied the land for over 20
years, have done without these promised necessities and lack the means to readily do so.
The following Texas map (Figure 1) depicts the location of Webb County on a Texas
map highlighting the colonias in this study. Las Lomas, also known as Ranchito Las Lomas is
located on Hwy 59 approximately 22 miles from the City of Laredo, it has an estimated
population of 266 residents; Tanquesitos South Acres, located on Hwy 359, is approximately 9.2
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miles from the city and has an population of 50 residents; and, Pueblo Nuevo, also located on
Hwy 359 is approximately 14 miles from the city with an estimated population of 521 residents
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2010).

Figure 1. South Texas Map of Study Region and Colonia Research Location.
created by Sara Buentello with the assistance of Dr. Andrew Hilburn, 2016

Since 1989, the Texas Legislature has been allocating financial resources to address the
issues of colonias (www.sos.state.tx.us, Colonia Legislation in Texas, retrieved 2016; SOS,
retrieved 2016). The plan was to stop their development and outlaw their establishment. In 1991,
the Texas State Legislature asked the College of Architecture of Texas A&M University to
“work in colonias” thereafter establishing the Colonias Program. The purpose of the Colonias
Program was to establish outreach and referral programs to help colonia residents navigate the
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multitude of state and federal programs available to them (www.one.arch.tamu.edu). Soon after
Texas A&M University began receiving legislative funding to “work in the colonias” other state
agencies jumped on the bandwagon as money for colonia assistance was pouring in. The Health
and Human Services Commission (HHSC) formed the Office of Border Affairs and
created positions for coordinators throughout the state. Their job was to coordinate all state
agencies to work together and offer services in the colonias. Additionally, the Office of the
Secretary of State created the Colonias Initiative Program which in turn created eight
ombudsperson positons throughout the state to work on water related issues within the colonias.
Other community based programs have made considerable effort to work in the colonias,
programs like Mercy Ministries, Healthy Start of the Baptist Children and Family Program
(BCFS), Texas A&M Agri-Life, and Habitat for Humanity, just to name a few. All started strong
and have throughout the years tapered off their services because of lack of funding. During the
height of interest in the colonias and when legislative money was more readily available, the
Colonias Program in Webb County hired and trained up to 26 promotoras to work in the
colonias. Their funding sources varied and included AmeriCorps and AmeriCorps VISTA.
Promotoras are also known as community health and outreach workers, they are a trusted group
of individuals, usually women, who are personally known to residents. They are usually of the
same socio-economic status, they are neighbors and friends. Today, the programs has only two
full time promotoras and their focus is not the water issues, but issues that pertain to their
funding.
Never-the-less, through their combined efforts, colonia residents have been informed and
educated, community centers have been established, and many colonias are now enjoying the
promised amenities they lacked for many years. However, many are still without basic services;
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for those residents, CWF technology has been proven to be an economical and functional
alternative to purchased water.

WATER ISSUES
Per a 2015 report by the World Economic Forum, one of the most significant worldwide
risks is the growing crisis around water management and distribution (World Economic Forum,
2015). One in nine, or an estimated 750 million people, around the world, does not have safe
drinking water (World Health Organization and UNICEF Joint Monitoring (JMP): Progress in
Drinking Water and Sanitation, 2014; U.S. Census Bureau Estimates, 2014). It is estimated that
diarrhea, the fourth leading cause of child deaths due to drinking contaminated water, sickens
approximately 2,300 individuals daily (World Economic Forum, 2015; The United Nations,
2013). Of those 2,300 people, about 82 percent live in rural areas like colonias. Health concerns
in colonias are especially alarming due to a high incidence of tuberculosis and hepatitis. Many
colonias are located on Rio Grande River floodplains and lack indoor restroom facilities. Many
homes still use privies or outhouses that overflow during rainy seasons to create a multitude of
health issues due to fecal contamination. Additionally, there is limited access to medical services
due to geographical isolation, lack of knowledge about services available, transportation options,
lack of health insurance and limited financial resources (SOS, 2016).
For decades, daily life for colonia residents in Texas consists of looking for clean water
for the family’s consumption (Matthiesen, 1997). Some residents travel up to 30 miles to
community watering stations where they fill their water supply in used, unlined oil barrels and
other industrial containers and then haul them home for drinking, bathing and cooking. The
constant threat of disease borne illnesses caused by unsafe drinking water and a lack of sanitation
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facilities are blamed for the illnesses that plague residents; hepatitis, salmonella, shigella,
cholera, typhoid and tuberculosis are common illnesses. Per estimates, 35 percent of children
living in colonias will suffer from hepatitis by age eight and approximately 90 percent of all
residents will have the disease by age 35 (Matthiesen, 1997). In 1989, the rate of hepatitis in the
colonias was twice that of the state; in 1991, the rate tripled and continued to grow. State health
officials were greatly concerned as these illnesses created drug resistant diseases like
tuberculosis due to colonia residents not completing antibiotic treatments as they continued to
migrate and travel throughout the state and into Mexico causing what then Attorney General Dan
Morales called a “crisis of a potentially international scope” (Matthiesen, 1997).

Today,

colonias still constitute a threat to the public health of its residents and the state population due to
the continued lack of potable water and sewer and sanitation disposal systems in many colonias.
In 2010, the Office of the Secretary of State was tasked with tracking development in the
colonias and creating a color-coding classification system to identify colonias that harbored
potential health risks (see Figure 2 for Webb County Colonia Classification). Colonias were
color coded per risk factors impacting health. For example, a red designation was used to
determine a colonia that posed the highest risk to public health due to a lack of potable water and
sewage disposal system and which remained unplatted and unregulated. A yellow designation
was used to identify a colonia that posed an intermediate threat to public health because even
though the colonia may have had potable water and an adequate sanitation system, it lacked
paved roads and drainage. A green designation indicated a colonia that posed the least risk to
public health because it had access to clean drinking water, a waste disposal system, and paved
roads with drainage. The following map shows the color coding designation in Webb County.
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Figure 2. Texas Office of the Secretary of State, 2014. The red dots classify colonias without
water,
three of which were the focus of this study.

For the last 27 years, Webb County has tried to bring water and sewage connectivity to as
many of the colonias under their jurisdiction as feasible. The City of Laredo provides the water
source for residents living within the city limits; however, many of the colonias are outside the
city limits and do not qualify for services. Providing water services are linked to incorporation
and taxes. For many living in colonias that is the way by which they prefer to engage local
governance, independent and disconnected from the city entrapments. Residents living outside
the city limits rely on the purchase of potable water in bulk and hauling it daily in 50-gallon
drums. Others buy bottled water, which like the purified water they buy in bulk, is used for
drinking, cooking, and some even use it to wash their dishes. Non-potable water such as well
water or ground water is used for other things like toilets, watering the garden, washing clothes,
and dishes. As of 2016, Webb County provided potable water to colonia residents at water
stations throughout the county for a fee of $3 for a 500-gallon fill-up. Long lines form daily at
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every water station located throughout the county. Many residents report that they can spend
upwards to 8 hours waiting in line to fill their containers. Adding to the wait time and
inconvenience for residents are unauthorized users. The county provided water service stations
are for residential use by colonia residents, however, unauthorized users such as oil field tankers,
construction companies and even county owned vehicles have been spotted filling their extralarge capacity water tanks, exceeding the water limitations assigned to the residents and
potentially contaminate the potable water even more. The following photos show a Webb
County provided water service station (pump) located in Ranchitos Las Lomas on Hwy 359
(Figure 3) and a photo of colonia residents waiting to fill their water containers (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Source-Photo courtesy of Christian von Preysing, KGNS, December 3, 2014
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Figure 4. Source-Photo courtesy of Christian von Preysing, KGNS, December 3, 2014

Water issues within Webb County extend even to small, incorporated communities such
as Rio Bravo located 12 miles from the City of Laredo. Rio Bravo was one of the first
recognized colonias; today, it is a small community with a mayor and a city council and a
population of 5,000 residents. In 2006, The Texas Tribune reported that Webb County built a
$12-million-dollar water plant facility which was a "state-of-the-art technological wonder”
(Satija and Ura, 2015). The facility was designed to clean 24 million gallons of water a day using
a modern ultra-violet fluorescent lamp system distillation technique. The plant was expected to
provide clean tap water to the estimated 9,000 residents living in the small rural towns of Rio
Bravo and El Cenizo, located south of Laredo, Texas and within four miles of each other.
The treated water was from some of the most polluted areas of the Rio Grande River.
The water treatment plant relied upon a high-tech computer system designed to sample the water
to ensure water safety. However, the county employees responsible for the operation and
maintenance of the system were not properly trained on how to run the system and thus E. coli
bacteria seeped into the drinking water supply and caused many residents to become ill.
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Eventually, eight county employees, including the facility director, were indicted for falsifying
water quality reports.
Before the end of the March 2015 trial, one of the defendants pleaded guilty, admitting
that he falsified records on orders from his supervisor, the director of the Webb County Utilities
Department. The director, on the other hand, vehemently denied any wrongdoing on his part and
was eventually acquitted by a jury of his peers. The first defendant was sentenced to 10 years of
probation and is required to pay a monthly restitution of $60 (Satija & Ura, 2015). To this day,
the residents of Rio Bravo do not trust the drinking water and instead continue to purchase
bottled water. Besides mistrust in the water purification system, residents have stated that they
mistrust their county governmental officials who have consistently insisted publically that the
water is safe to drink ((Neena Satija & Ura, 2015).
Webb County is not the only county in Texas with colonias that lack access to safe
drinking water. The following chart looks at six major counties in Texas and the percentage of
colonias with and without potable water. Colonias in Cameron which is in South Texas, El Paso,
in West Texas, Hidalgo, Maverick and Star in South Texas have fared much better resolving
water access issues in their colonias more successfully than Webb County.
According to The Secretary of State’s Colonias Initiative Program, Webb County has the
largest percentage of colonias still struggling with water accessibility issues. Of the 62 colonias
in Webb County, 48% have access to water; however, 52 % are still without (Figure 5).
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Percentage of Colonias in which all lots have potable water – by county

Figure 5. Colonias Initiative Program, Office of the Texas Secretary of State, 2010

APPLICATION OF CERAMIC WATER FILTERS TO ADDRESS WATER ISSUES
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2011) recommends the use of
locally manufactured CWFs; they have been proven worldwide to be an effective method to treat
unsafe drinking water. The fundamental function of these filters is to purify non-potable water
making it safe to drink. Many developing countries rely on the CWF design of Potters for Peace,
an Arizona-based non-profit organization whose mission is to improve quality of life by creating
a network of potters that preserve tradition in their work by using local skilled labor and locally
obtained materials (Lantagne, 2001). While the filters have promising benefits, and are
inexpensive to produce, if improperly maintained, the filters can become ineffective against
viruses and can re-contaminate water.
In Nicaragua, versions of CWFs, known as filtrons were first introduced by Potters for
Peace. The CWFs were locally produced using native materials and are coated with colloidal
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silver. Colloidal silver is a disinfectant and is an important component of the filter as it is known
to remove 99.99 percent of bacteria from the treated water and aids in the prevention of bacteria
growth in the filter (CDC, 2011; Lantagne, 2001). Colloidal silver is probably the most
expensive component of the filter. However, the silver can be purchased in liquid form from
Spain or in the powder form from Mexico. Cost for either form of silver varies (Vinka,
Oyanedel-Carver & Smith, 2008).
CWFs are widely used throughout Nicaragua and have been proven to reduce bacteria in
the water, making it safe to consume (Bielefeldt, Kowalski & Summers, 2009). In another study,
Simonis and Basson (2011) tested water quality from villages in sub-Saharan Africa and found
that those using CWFs to purify water were successful in making their water safe to drink.
CWFs in these cases were not only found to be effective but also inexpensive and
straightforward to use.
In 2010, a CWF making facility was built by Texas A&M Colonias Program with the
financial support of donations provided by two Rotary International Clubs. With the approval of
the Webb County Commissioners Court, the facility was built on county owned land which is
located on Hwy 359, next door to a Self-Help Center. The purpose of the facility was to produce
CWFs for area residents, thus improving the resident’s water supply and subsequently enhance
their quality of life. The design adopted by the Colonias Program was the Potters for Peace
design (see Appendix A), which is the preferred design in many Latin American countries.
CWFs are constructed using local clay and sawdust then formed into the shape of a bell, or some
would describe as an upside-down flower pot, using a specially designed and locally made
hydraulic press, the CWFs is formed. After the CWFs have dried in the sun for at least eight
hours, they are fired in an electric kiln located on site. Although the Colonias Program facility
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has not been used to produce filters for local colonia residents, it has been used to train interested
individuals from other countries such as Ecuador, Bolivia, Guatemala and Mexico (Texas A&M
University, retrieved 2016). No filters have been produced for local colonia residents who were
the originally intended recipients of the filter and could benefit from the technology. Interesting
enough, during a 2015 interview the Colonias Program director, stated that they are “training
colonia residents to use a press and a kiln to create a water filter out of local clay.” He then
added that he believed that “filter manufacturing could be a viable business for colonia residents”
(www.one.arch.tamu.edu). In an article by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas
(www.dallasfed.org/microsites/cd/colonias/index.html retrieved 2016), it is inferred that colonia
residents are benefitting from the production and diffusion of CWFs. According to the article,
51% of colonia residents in Webb County do not have access to potable water (See Figure 6
Infrastructure: Potable Water) additionally, the article states that the Colonias Program is
working with colonia residents to make these filters.

Fig. 6: Las Colonias in the 21st Century: Progress along the Texas-Mexico Border. www.lascolonias.org
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LITERATURE REVIEW
EVERETT ROGERS’ DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION THEORY
Everett Rogers’ (1964) Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DOI) was applied in this study.
Per Rogers (2003) “Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated through
certain channels among members of a social system over time” (Rogers, 2003; Dearing, 2009).
Roger’s research led him to believe that it was not easy getting a new idea adopted, even if the
idea was a good one (2003). In 1964, Everett Rogers introduced his Diffusion of Innovations
(DOI) theory. It has been used in countless studies to analyze the processes through which
communities adopt new technologies or practices (Vigants et al., 2015). Trained as a
communication scholar and sociologist, Rogers became intrigued with how innovations diffuse
when he observed that farmers in his home state of Iowa were slow to adopt innovations in their
farming techniques which could save them time and money. At the time, Iowa was at the center
of many agricultural innovations including the production of hybrid corn seeds that would
eventually revolutionize crop yields. After observing that some farmers were slow to adopt this
change, Rogers set out to discover why this was happening. This was the question that eventually
turned into a variable version of DOI. The theory was structured around a process with four
central components: 1) the innovation; 2) the channels of communication regarding the
innovation; 3) the timeframe during which the innovation spreads across a population; and 4) the
social system into which an innovation is introduced (Rogers, 2003:11).
This study focused on the first two components: the innovation, in this case, CWFs, a
potential lifesaving device, and the communication channels that are necessary to spread
information about it. Rogers defines an innovation as “an idea, practice or object that is
perceived as new by an individual or other unit” (Rogers, 2003:12). The idea does not
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necessarily have to be a new one, but if someone believes it to be new, then it is considered an
innovation. Additionally, diffusion is a type of communication transfer that is concerned
specifically with new ideas. Through communication, individuals may reach the same conclusion
when forming and sharing information among each other. Per Rogers & Kincaid, communication
is a “two-way process of convergence, rather than a one-way, linear act in which one individual
seeks to transfer a message to another to achieve certain effects” (Rogers & Kincaid, 1981:6).
They believe that linear communication between individual’s best describes certain diffusion
communications especially when a change-agent can convince someone to adopt an innovation.
A change-agent is an individual who will attempt to channel someone’s innovation decision
towards what the preferred change-agency wants; this individual is usually an official or
professional with a degree in a particular technical field whose job is to influence and change
behavior towards what they are promoting. A change agent can be an individual in a community
who is also seen as an opinion leader, someone in a social system or community with a higher
status whose information and opinion is sought and followed. Opinion leaders exert influence
over a community and change occurs (Rogers, 2003).
A CWF, while new to some South Texas colonia residents, is available to populations
with similar water quality issues around the world. The introduction of a CWF to colonias is an
innovative idea that could help alleviate water issues residents face daily. Per Rogers, there are
five adopter categories in the introduction of a new idea: the innovator, the early adopter, the
early majority, the late majority and the laggards. The innovator is first to try a new idea, is
venturesome, he/she is perceived as someone outside the local social system, and someone with
substantial financial resources that can afford a financial setback should the innovation fail. The
early adopter is a respected member of the local social system, the one to go to for advice and
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information about a new idea. Early adopters will ease others doubts about an innovation and
put his/her stamp of approval on the new idea. The early majority are deliberators. They may
take longer to decide to adopt but will adopt before others will. They are the followers, not the
leaders. The late majority adopters are skeptical of the innovation. They will adopt after the
average member of the system. Adoption may be the result of peer pressure or an economic
need. They may not have the resources to adopt early. Laggards are traditionalists and tend to be
suspicious of change. They are usually removed and isolated and tend to abide by the way things
were done in the past. They may have very limited financial resources and therefore will need
to be absolutely convinced that the innovation will not fail. They will be the last in a social
system to adopt an innovation.
Rogers (2003), in his Iowa study, found that farmers were slow to adopt. Many were
considered laggards who took years before they were convinced that the hybrid corn seed could
work. In regards to the CWF, the Colonias Program would be considered the innovator as they
would be the ones to introduce the CWF to the residents, who for purposes of this study colonia
residents would be considered potential early adopters because when introduced to the CWF,
they did not seem to rely on interpersonal channels as is expected of later adopters and laggards.
Interpersonal channels would be comprised of neighbors or other individuals of authority who as
innovators immediately test the innovation without a need to be convinced of its use and form a
decision to either adopt or reject it (Rogers, 2003). While DOI describes a “tipping point” as a
point in time when an innovation will spread "like wildfire," Rogers (2003) theorized that the
decision to adopt or reject an innovation is usually a personal one, not a collective one.
Before Rogers, researchers like Ralph Linton (1936) argued that the diffusion of an idea
must undergo a certain process for it to be either adopted or rejected. Linton reasoned that
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"diffusion includes three relatively distinct processes: presentation of the new culture element or
elements to the society, acceptance by the society, and the integration of the accepted element or
elements into the preexisting culture” (Linton, 1936:334). How an idea is explained and sold to
society is as important as the notion itself. The more informed and educated the presenter, the
better the outcome or probability of adoption. As per Green, Gottlieb & Parcel (1991) “Diffusion
theory does not lead to the conclusion that one must wait for the diffusion of a new product or
practice to reach the poorest people, in fact, one can accelerate the rate of adoption in any
segment of the population through more intensive and appropriate communication and outreach”
(Green, Gottlieb, & Parcel, 1991 as cited in Dearing, 2009).
Rogers described a five-step process that an innovation must undergo before it is
accepted or rejected. 1). Knowledge – the individual is made aware of the innovation; 2).
Persuasion – the individual forms an initial impression; 3). Decision– after a trial period, the
individual makes a choice to adopt or reject the innovation; 4). Implementation– if the individual
chooses to adopt the innovation, then they decide how to use the innovation; 5). Confirmation –
after using the innovation for an evaluation period, the individual decides whether to adopt and
continue using the product or to reject the innovation (Rogers, 2003:20). This research survey
focused on the stage of knowledge in which an example of the CWF is introduced, an initial
appraisal of interest. While most colonia residents I interviewed had no knowledge about the
CWF, two of the women I spoke to stated that a few years back, a similar filter was introduced to
them by a church group from “el Notre” however, they could not recall exactly who they were or
when they were visited by them but they did recall receiving one to test. Both said that they did
not have a positive opinion of the filter because they were not provided with enough information
on how to use and maintain it properly. One resident said the water that went through the filter
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smelled, looked and tasted bad. The other resident stated that the filter fell apart after one trial
and so she threw it away. Both stated no one followed up with them and no one ever returned.
They feel, however, that had someone offered follow-up information and on-going assistance,
they might have had a different reaction to the filter.
A critical aspect of innovation is tied to the level of awareness of the potential innovator.
As noted earlier, residents of the Colonias are geographically isolated and get their information
from various sources including promotoras. Promotoras are community health educators who
work in low-income Hispanic communities. They are usually residents of the same communities
they serve; they commonly share the same ethnicity, socio-economic status, and language and
life experiences. Promotoras are trained by various state and local entities to provide essential
information including health information keeping colonia residents educated and informed about
issues in the community. They are role models by colonia residents. Among the most important
and frequently discussed issues are those of health, education and employment. Many decisions
made at the personal level are based on the information disseminated from the promotoras
(Johnson, Sharkey & Castillo, 2013).
The DOI theory can be adapted for use in most investigative studies regarding the
availability and adoption of technology in almost all disciplines. The theory dates to the work of
French Sociologist Gabriel Tarde, The Law of Imitation (1903), which pioneered many of the
ideas that Rogers used in his research. Additionally, studies like those conducted by Rural
Sociologists Bryce Ryan and Neal Gross’ The Diffusion of Hybrid Seed Corn in Two Iowa
Communities (1943) helped to increase Rogers’ interest in the DOI theory and process. Ryan
and Gross found in their study of Iowa farmers that their farmers would not adopt an innovation
until they first tested it themselves and after forming their own opinion would decide to adopt or
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reject it. While my study aimed to find how the actions and beliefs of neighbor’s help influence
individual perceptions about the use of CWFs, my results found that not to be the case with the
sample group interviewed. Perhaps a larger sample of the population might have resulted in a
different outcome.
Rogers’ theoretical framework was enhanced by Barbara Wejnert, who integrated a
plethora of variables in diffusion research to pinpoint the influence on a personal decision to
adopt an innovation. Her framework is composed of three parts: 1) characteristics of the
innovation; 2) characteristics of the person involved; and 3) characteristics of the environmental
or social fabric conditions. (Wejnert, 2001: 297). This study will be addressing part three:
characteristics of the environmental or social fabric condition, how the community comes
together as a whole, used by way of participatory communication, a strategy for understanding
how to get the community involved.

PARTICIPATORY COMMUNICATION THEORY
Participation as a support mechanism is a vital component for gaining support from
stakeholders, including donors, governmental agencies, society and ordinary citizens, like
colonia residents. Early models of communication such as Lasswell’s communication theory
(1948) did not include any participatory elements. Communication was straightforward, topdown transfer of information and it was linear which was then followed by a step-by-step
process aimed at changing individual behavior (Tufte & Mefalopulos, 2009).
Participatory communication is focused on dialogical communication rather than linear
communication. In recent years, participatory approaches to communication have solidified the
importance of change both structurally and socially. The Rockefeller Foundation in 1977, and in
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subsequent years, followed by the Communication of Social Change Consortium (n.d.), there
began a broad-based policy debate aimed on structural inequality and social transformation. This
lead to a definition of communication for social change as a “process of public and private
dialogue through which people themselves define who they are, what they need and how to get
what they need to improve their own lives. Additionally, it utilizes dialogue that leads to
collective problem identification, decision making, and community based implementation of
solutions to development issues” (www.communicationforsocialchange.org).
Stakeholder engagement is imperative in participatory communication. If stakeholders
are not included from the start, participation is incomplete. Per Tufte and Mefalopulos (2009)
full participation by stakeholders must involve two-way communication from the start and must
remain consistent. My research found that stakeholder engagement while minimal at best was
lost completely as time went on. Therefore, reaching out to stakeholders and keeping them
engaged should be an important component of the CWF project. Engaging stakeholders at all
levels from the design to the implementation is necessary and can still be accomplished with
renewed interest and support.

INTERVENTION
Colonias in Texas were created by unscrupulous land developers who sold lots, or parcels
of cheap land, to a vulnerable population. These lots, usually subdivided in quarter acres, were
sold “as is” without infrastructure, electricity, running water, or waste water system (Ward &
Carew, 2000). The lots were owner-financed through a process known as a contract for deed also
known as a poor man’s mortgage. The purchaser, generally with little to no vetting would select
a piece of land, put down whatever money he had as a down payment, and would sign a contract
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agreeing to pay the required monthly payments. Ownership of the property was never assured
until the property was paid in full. The lots in the 1980's sold for about $7,000 to $8,000, which
was considered a high price to pay for the worthless piece of land (Ward and Carew, 2000).
Nevertheless, they were advertised to a vulnerable population with no work or credit history, and
that was possibly in this country illegally.
Texas colonias were first formally identified around 1989. Before that they were
invisible, and because no one took notice, they were left unregulated (Ward & Carew, 2000).
Eventually, the State of Texas enacted legislation to stop further development of the colonias and
to appropriate money to create necessary infrastructure. The bill also included a mandate to
convert contract for deed financing to conventional mortgages and to encourage state and local
entities to take measures aimed at creating infrastructure in existing colonias while developing
regulations to halt the establishment of new colonias (SOS, retrieved 2016; Ward and Carew,
2000).
Ceramic Water Filters (CWFs) have been used to purify water since before the Middle
Ages. With the emergence of natural and human-made disasters and other water crisis, CWFs are
more in demand thanks to the efforts of governmental and international non-governmental
entities (Simonis and Basson, 2011). Currently, CWFs are more commonly used in poor
developing countries like Africa, Cambodia, South America, and Iraq. Water quality testing
conducted by several prestigious universities including MIT, Tulane, Cambridge, and Texas
A&M University-College Station has shown the filters to be 98 percent to 99.9 percent effective
in eliminating waterborne pathogens. Many investigations into microbial presence in water have
been performed on locally constructed CWFs world-wide (Simonis & Basson, 2011).
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CWFs are ceramic containers that are made using local site-specific blends of clays and
friable material such as sawdust and rice husks. When the CFW is, kiln fired to 900° Celsius
(1652° Fahrenheit) the brittle material burns out resulting in the creation of microspores which
help to filter particulate matter out from the water. The CWF are coated with silver nanoparticles
that act as anti-microbial agents to further aid in the purification of the water. Finally, the CWF
is placed in a five-gallon bucket that is fitted with a spigot to help prevent the recontamination of
the clean water. As CWFs are distributed, they are accompanied by simple cleaning instructions
to ensure that the CWF will have an active life of at least 24 months depending on the quality of
the water. The process to create one CWF costs approximately $21, and CWFs purify water at a
rate of 1.5 to three liters per hour. It is estimated that the cost to clean water using this method is
1/100th of a cent per liter. Also, CWFs can be produced by local potters virtually anywhere in
the world using locally available and relatively inexpensive materials (Nardo, 2005).
In 2010, a team traveled to a small province in South Africa to conduct a feasibility study
resulting in the establishment of a CWF factory in two villages known for high rates of HIV and
high levels of diarrhea due to illness caused by waterborne pathogens. The study found that 96%
of those surveyed perceived the CWF to be socially acceptable and would be willing to purchase
one for the families’ use (Tyeryar, Reed, Hackett, Gilmore, Abebe, & Singo, 2011). This
research examines the potential of using the Potters for Peace CWF design in South Texas
colonias aiding in the prevention of water-borne illness.
COLLOIDAL SILVER
While CWFs through the filtration process removes bacteria and many waterborne
pathogens from filtered water, it varies, therefore, colloidal silver is needed to remove all
bacteria.
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Silver has been used throughout the ages as a disinfectant. Aristotle once recommended
to Alexander the Great to boil his drinking water first and then to store it for drinking in either a
silver or copper cup to avoid waterborne diseases (Lantagne, 2001). Additionally, until very
recently, due to the introduction of antibiotics, colloidal silver had been used to prevent
infections in newborn infants and for the removal of gonorrhea of the eyes also in newborns
(Lantagne, 2001).
In Europe, today, silver is used in conjunction with chlorine to disinfect drinking water
and water in swimming pools (Russell, 1994). Health risks, per the USEPA, (1996) are minimal.
A result of excessive silver consumption is a skin condition known as Argyria. Although not
very common today, Argyria is known to cause a bluish discoloration of the skin, beginning in
the eyes and finger tips. The condition is harmless but will spread to areas of the body exposed to
sunlight. While not a health threat or cancer causing condition, it is an irreversible one. Per
USEPA, colloidal silver impregnated filters meet all U.S. regulations and can be legally
distributed for use in the U.S. (1996).
The Ceramic Water Filters that have been introduced to many developing countries are
bathed or painted with a liquid form of colloidal silver. This silver coating in addition to the
porous filters serve to kill 99.999% of bacteria found in contaminated water making it safe to
consume.
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METHODS

PRELIMINARY FIELD OBSERVATIONS
The original purpose of my study was to learn how colonia residents were benefiting
from using CWF technology in their homes and to subsequently help to establish an initiative to
offer CWFs to our Laredo community at large. My knowledge of the CWF extends to my years
of working with the Colonias Program (2001-2012). In addition to that, my Rotary Club, Laredo
under Seven Flags, contributed a substantial amount of money, towards building the structure
and providing the materials and supplies to produce the filters, including the electric kiln. My
end goal was to propose a partnership with Texas A&M International University’s (TAMIU) and
the Ceramics Department to establish a ceramic filter making class that would eventually lead to
a mass production of CWFs. The idea was to produce filters that could serve a useful and
necessary purpose, albeit a temporary one, in the event of a water shortage or water
contamination event that could occur in our own community. I could see this endeavor as having
the potential for become a micro-business not only for colonia residents, but for others interested
in ceramic and pottery making.
At the start of this study, my intention was to build a complete dissemination project.
The goal was to write grants for making filters for the residents, teaching them how to utilize and
maintain them and possibly providing an opportunity to become entrepreneurs in the process by
becoming small business owners earning a living. However, after several meetings with
Colonia Program staff, I learned that the CWF were not being made. Many reasons were
explained, especially the lack of funds needed to make and distribute the filters. After much
discussion and analysis of the information obtained, it appeared that this study should instead
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focus on the question of whether residents would accept and use these filters. While much of the
physical infrastructure was in place, the communication about these filters was clearly not taking
place. Therefore, the purpose of my study changed from studying the impact the filters had on
the everyday lives of colonia residents to introducing it to them to determine how much people
knew about these filters and gauge their interest in learning more about them in order to adopting
them and asking them: What the filter could mean to them?

INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE COLONIAS BACKGROUND
Using the snowball method for data collection, I met with a former promotora, a known
community leaders, who provided me with names and contact information of colonia residents
that were still living without water access. Information was gathered by interviewing residents of
the colonias. I interviewed three colonia residents in their homes and seventeen at various
outreach activities I was invited to attend including a Back to School Fair and a Tennis Shoe
distribution event. Both were held at community centers, one on Hwy 359 and one on Hwy 59
near the colonias visited in the study. In my experience working with this population, events
where items are distributed to the public are well attended and are the best way to get general
information out to residents. Information dissemination during these events is essential and
would be an ideal time to introduce the CWF to the community; workshops on making the filters
including how to use, and maintain them could be offered to those interested in owning one.
The data I collected from the three home interviews was collected after overcoming
significant challenges. As I drove to resident’s homes, I encountered barriers, such as locked
fences and gates, a large walking distance from property to property, packs of unrestrained dogs,
the scorching sun and roads made unpassable, flooded and muddied due to rain. The home
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interviews were more meaningful to me as residents opened their homes and welcomed me. This
close contact allowed me to observe the living conditions colonia residents deal with every day.
One of the homes I visited was in what the county had designated to be in a floodplain.
While water connections had recently become available to the surrounding area, four families in
that vicinity were not allowed access due to the area’s floodplain designation. While visiting
with one family, I noticed that, although the family was not connected to the main water line,
there many water hoses throughout the front of the house connected to the outdoor faucets.
During the interview, the resident confided that the family was illegally tapping into the water
hydrant located on the street curb just inches from their front porch. The resident was aware of
this risky illegal act; however, it was obviously a risk they were willing to take.
The home I visited was not a fully constructed. Like many homes in colonias they are
constructed piece-by-piece, room-by-room and when there is extra money. When this home is
completed it will be a large two-story structure with a large porch in the front and a balcony.
Like most of the homes, there was a “pila” a large concrete pool that is used to hold the water
that is purchased at the county water station (see Appendix F).
When the water is in the “pila” it is pumped into the home and accessed from the kitchen
sink and the restrooms. I observed two “pila’s” one that was built underground and one upper
ground. Both were very poorly maintained. The problem with these pila’s is that they are hard to
drain and clean, climbing into and out of them is a hazard and therefore, they are usually not
cleaned or sanitized sufficiently to keep mold, mildew, and other contaminants from
contaminating the water that is used by these families for drinking, cooking, bathing and
watering their gardens with (see Appendix G and H). These pila’s, although seen as a
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convenient way to bring water into a home, are in effect, detrimental to the health and wellbeing
of the families that continue to use them.

COLONIA INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS
Twenty (N=20) South Texas colonia residents were invited to participate in this study.
The only requirements were that the participant live in one of the three Webb County colonias
included in this study, Pueblo Nuevo, Tanquesitos and Las Lomas, that they be over 18 years of
age, and that they have no running water in their homes. Sixteen female and 4- male colonia
residents were interviewed. The participant’s ages ranged from, 28 to 75 years of age. The
residents reported that they have lived in their colonia anywhere from two months to 26 years.
Fourteen residents interviewed were from Las Lomas, 4 from Pueblo Nuevo and 2 from
Tanquesitos.

PROCEDURE
Twenty face-to-face interviews were conducted with residents of select South Texas
colonias. The main selection criterion was that the individual lives in a home without water
connectivity. These residents were deemed to be potential adopters (PAs) of the CWF. A
potential adopter, in the context of the Diffusion of Innovation theory, would be colonia residents
who are introduced to an innovation, in this case a CWF, and through a process of evaluation and
acceptance, would agree to adopt the innovation for their personal use. PA’s interviewed lived in
colonias Pueblo Nuevo and Tanquesitos both located on Highway 359 or Las Lomas located on
Hwy 59.
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After having prior knowledge of the plight of the colonia residents and the struggles they
face daily, I was aware of individuals who served as community leaders. A community leader is
usually someone that has lived in the community longer than others, someone that commands
respect and has earned the right to speak on behalf of others in the community. I contacted one
community leader (this method of data collection is known as snowball) who gave me the name
of another and soon I had established my list of contacts that included names, addresses, and
cellular phone numbers. The planned method of data collection was to visit residents at their
homes by going door-to-door, but this proved to be a difficult task due, in part, to road
conditions, distance between homes, locked gates, and several confrontations with packs of
unleashed dogs. Therefore, PAs living in Tanquesitos on Hwy 359 were contacted by cellular
telephone and appointments to meet at their homes were secured. Residents of Las Lomas were
interviewed during a back- to- school event sponsored by the local community center. One
Pueblo Nuevo resident was not notified before my visit but welcomed me without hesitation.
Colonia residents interviewed were read an informational sheet in their preferred
language, either English or Spanish, explaining the purpose of the study (See Appendix B & C).
I ensured that all understood the purpose of the study. They were further advised that all
personal information collected, including demographic data, would be kept confidential and that
identifying information would not be shared.
Once they were comfortable, I initiated a conversation that consisted of open-ended
questions aimed to collect basic demographic data such as: (see Appendix D and E)
•

The numbers of residents in each home

•

Ages of all the residents in the home

•

The length of time family has lived in the colonia
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•

The occupation of the head of household

•

The family’s country of origin

•

The estimated family income

•

The furthest grade completed in school

After documenting demographic information, they were asked specifically about their
access to potable water. Questions included:
•

How do you get water to your house?

•

Do you purchase water from the Webb County water pump?

•

What is the primary use of this water?

•

Has anyone ever been sick from drinking water from the county pump?

•

Do you buy bottled water?

After documenting responses, each resident was introduced to a model of the CWF that
was constructed at the Colonias Program ceramic making facility located on Hwy. 359. Each
individual that was surveyed was provided with an explanation, either in English or Spanish, of
the CWF’s purpose with instructions on how it should be used and maintain. All families were
informed about the potential for saving the family money but more importantly the health
benefits that the ceramic water filter could provide. Finally, interviewees were asked: What
could this ceramic water filter mean to you?
The following chart explains the demographic characteristics of colonias surveyed (Table
1), and the residential characteristics of water access by those colonias surveyed (Table 2.).
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Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of CWF Colonia Survey
N
Las Lomas
Pueblo Nuevo
Tanquesitos

14
4
2

Women
10
4
2

Avg. Ed.
LvL

Men
4
0
0

9 years
6 years
7 years

Avg.
Person/HH
5.4
5
3

Length of
Res. in
Colonia
15 years
6 years
22 years

Source: Colonias Household Survey (Buentello, 2016)

Table 2. Residential Characteristics of Water Access by Colonia’s Surveyed
N
Las Lomas
Pueblo Nuevo
Tanquesitos

14
4
2

Water Station Refill Bottle –
- County
Retail

New Bottles –
Retail

14 (100%)
4 (100%)
2 (100%)

14 (100%)
4 (100%)
2 (100%)

14 (100%)
4 (100%)
2 (100%)

Source: Colonias Household Survey (Buentello, 2016)

Another
Water
Sources
0
0
0
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RESULTS
Residents in three South Texas colonias, Ranchitos Las Lomas, Pueblo Nuevo and
Tanquesitos, were the focus of my study. Two of the colonias are located along Highway 359
(Pueblo Nuevo and Tanquesitos) and one is located on Hwy 59 (Las Lomas). During face-toface interviews with colonia residents either in their home or at a community event, residents
were introduced to a CWF that is produced at a facility operated by the Texas A&M University
Colonias Program. Residents were provided information on the use and benefits of the CWF. To
protect the identity and secure the confidentiality of the respondents to my survey questions,
pseudonyms are used in this report.
My preliminary site visits made it clear that access to the some of the homes would not
be easy. Most homes were situated in the center of the properties; properties were usually oneacre tracks. All of them were fenced with locks and chains on the gates. My first visit to the
colonias was a bright and sunny day; the morning temperature was in the low 80’s. I was not
able to access any homes due to the locked gates and possibly the early time of day. I quickly
realized that most residents were working; others were not up and around yet. My next visit was
more difficult as it rained the night before and the roads were hard to access due to wet and
muddy conditions. .

PROBLEMS ACCESSING WATER
When colonia residents were interviewed, and asked how they get potable water to their
homes, all twenty residents explained that they fill up their water containers with water they
purchase from the county water pump, secure the plastic containers to the back of their trucks,
and take it home for their families use. Per those interviewed, this water is used for all their
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household needs except for drinking. It is used to wash clothes and dishes, to clean the house, for
bathing and toileting, for watering the yards and gardens, and for their pets and animals to drink.
Every resident reported that they do not drink the water; instead, they prefer to purchase
bottled water. Access to potable water for colonia residents is available for purchase from several
county water pumps located in strategically placed locations throughout the county.
In 2016, residents could purchase 500 gallons of water for $3 a fill-up. The water they
purchase is potable water from the City of Laredo that is transported by tanker truck daily. When
the city water arrives at the country water pump station, it is pumped again, this time into the
dispensary for residents to purchase. Residents purchase the water and pump it into their plastic
containers which is then transferred to their homes and pumped again, this time into their water
holding tanks or pilas in their yards. Through each of these transfer stages the water is subject to
additional contamination. In Las Lomas, the water provided to the residents comes from the City
of Laredo. As stated above, it is transferred from one place to another several time, each time
contamination is possible. Each stage of transfer is subject to frequent cleaning and disinfection
however, my observations were that few residents take safeguards to maintain and sterilize their
pilas, which could be seen harboring mold, dirt and in some cases small dead animals. Residents
report that these pilas are very hard to clean and maintain. Aurora (42) showed me her pila and
explained the process it take for her to clean it (Appendix F).
“I try to clean it every month, but sometimes I can’t especially when it is cold or when no
one is here to watch out for me. When I clean it, I need to make sure someone is
watching me, it has to be drained first and that takes time. Then I climb in with bleach
and scrub the bottom and the sides. The bleach can be very strong so I need to take
several breaks while cleaning. I have gotten sick from breathing the bleach.”

A big problem Las Lomas residents encounter is that there is only one county provided
watering station available for all 500 residents of the area. For families this is an additional
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burden as family members must form a line and wait their turn to fill up. Families have reported
waiting for as much as 8 hours and at times, the water will run out and they have to search for
another water station to access or wait until another tanker with additional water is sent from the
city. One family reported that they have asked county officials for the installation of a second
watering station and commissioners have promised assistance. None of these residents have
water connections to their homes.
Paula (age 34) reported what her family does to access water from the county provided
water pump.
“When my husband and my father-in-law need to get water for us,
it is an all-day thing. There is just one pump, and we all
line up to fill our water tanks. The pump is very slow and many times runs out of water
so sometimes it takes us all day to get our turn to fill up, and we have a limit of
500 gallons that we can buy. It’s hard. My father-in-law has
been trying to get the county to put another pump out here
because one is not enough for all of us.”

ADAPTATIONS AND RELIANCE ON NEIGHBORS
Some, but not all residents of Tanquesitos and Pueblo Nuevo on Hwy 359 received water
connectivity sometime between 2011 and 2015. In 2016, residents of Las Lomas, on Hwy 59 are
least likely to get water connections because of distance from the city, estimated at over 20 miles
away. Although water is available to all residents in Tanquesitos and Pueblo Nuevo, some of the
residents are not connected for various reasons. Some homes in Tanquesitos are in designated
flood zones and therefore will not be connected.
Amelia (38) stated that the reason they are not connected is due to the location of their
residence, this family’s home has been constructed in a designated flood zone and will not be
connected. Although the county offered them an alternative, which is to relocate the family will
not consider it.
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“The county won’t connect us because they say we are living in a
flood zone. I don't see how because we've never been flooded here.
There are four of us that they won’t connect. They want us to move
from here, but we won’t.”
Amandita (38) like Amelia’s family home is located on the flood zone, she also stated
that she and her family have put too much money and effort into building their home and will not
relocate. While the lack of water is a hardship for these families, they have managed to find ways
to adapt and cope with the situation even if their methods are suspect and subject to costly
repercussions such as county fines. According to Amandita, from time to time, her family
illegally connects to the water meter to gain access to the water source:
“I shouldn't tell you this, and I know it's wrong, and we shouldn't do
it but the water meter is right there (pointing to the street curb),
we just open the meter, and we get water.”
Pueblo Nuevo residents are now connected to the City of Laredo water system. Kayla
(32) from Pueblo Nuevo said the reason she and her family do not have water connection was
due to their financial situation. Her family’s adaption to lack of water and power extends to the
friendship or partnership with their neighbors:
“We moved here because we could not afford to live in Laredo. My
husband does not have a job. Friends are lending us this trailer for
us to live in until things get better for us. For now, we borrow water
and electricity from neighbors. We run a water hose to the neighbors
and get water. We also run an extension cord to the neighbor’s house
for electricity.”
Another problem for many colonia residents, like Kayla, is that they are renting or
borrowing the property they are living on, which is the reason they cannot apply for electric
power and water services.
“We cannot connect because they are lending us the house and lot. The owner would have to go
in person to pay the fees to have the water meter installed and he doesn't have the money to do it,
we cannot pay either. We also don’t have light because the light pole
is too expensive and we don’t have the money to pay for it.”
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This is a common problem for many residents of colonias. They are usually denied mortgages
due to legal status, lack of income or established credit. Therefore, renting is their best option.

HEALTH ISSUES
Of interest to this study was whether consuming water that was pumped from the public
water pump and possibly contaminated on the trip home had ever been the source of a family
member’s illness. Most of the residents interviewed could not connect minor stomach ailments
with drinking colonia water.
One residents Connie (58) was sure she got sick once after drinking the water. She
refuses to drink it again, she said,
“Yes, I did get sick one time from the water. I was very sick, I broke out in a rash and had
diarrhea for several days. I don’t drink it anymore.”
In a more alarming case, Maria (38) reported a stillborn child that doctors attributed to
the consumption of water from the colonias. She explained to me that,
“When we moved to this colonia, I got pregnant. The doctors told me that the baby was
not right and was going to die. I decided to carry the baby anyway because I didn’t
believe the doctor; all my other children were born healthy. But when the baby was born,
he lived for only a few minutes. They told me the baby’s lungs, his arms and legs did not
develop. My husband and I were asked if we smoke or drink or take drugs and we told
them no, we don’t do any of that. So, the doctor told me it was probably the water I was
drinking. When we first moved here, we would bring the water home and drink it
from the plastic jugs. We drank and cooked with it. Sometimes the kids got sick with
diarrhea.”

INTRODUCTION OF THE CERAMIC WATER FILTER
The twenty colonia residents that were interviewed were introduced to the CWF and
instructed on its use and benefits. Although not one of the residents tasted the water from the
model, sixteen (16) expressed a desire to own one. Briana (47) said,
“I think it is something that we could benefit from. It would be
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a blessing for us since bottled water is expensive and sometimes
we do not have a way to go into town to buy some.
We would appreciate having one.”
Three colonia residents inspected the CWF, asked questions about its function and stated that
they would have to try it out first. Olga (36) said,
“I would like to taste the water to see if I like it and if it’s good and
it works would like to have one because it could save me money
if I don’t have to spend so much money to buy bottled water.”

One resident stated that she would not use it because her husband would not like it: Lucero (56)
said that she would not use one.
“No, I'm sure that I would not use this because my husband is very picky and he would
not let us use it. He only drinks bottled water.”
As noted previously, Rogers’s details five-steps that an individual will process before an
innovation is either accepted or rejected. 1). Knowledge – the individual is made aware of the
innovation; 2). Persuasion – the individual forms an initial impression; 3). Decision– after a trial
period, the individual makes a choice to adopt or reject the innovation; 4). Implementation– if
the individual chooses to adopt the innovation, then they decide how to use the innovation; 5).
Confirmation – after using the innovation for an evaluation period, the individual decides
whether to adopt and continue using the product or to reject the innovation (Rogers, 2003:20).
My study focused on the knowledge and persuasion aspects of his theory.
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KNOWLEDGE
UNAWARE OF THE FILTER
While the water filter program has existed for several years now, most of the residents
interviewed were unaware of it. This was surprising to me because there is evidence that the
Colonias Program has promoted the use of the filters for distant and newer residents in the last
five years prior to this study. A significant dynamic may be that several of the residents
interviewed were new to the area and were not yet aware of the Colonias Program and the
programs it provides. For example, I asked Juanita (75), who lives with her husband Jose (80) in
a small mobile home without utilities, it they were aware of the filter factory that the Colonias
Program has and she said:
“No, we have been living here since October (2015), we do not have a car to get around.
We have to wait for our children to visit us; they bring us food and water and charge our
cellphones for us. I have not heard about this filter. No one has ever said anything to us.”
Although she said that they have been to the site of the county water service station, they have
not attended community meetings or received services from the center. She did not associate the
location of the community center with the water service station, which is located on the same
county property as the community center.
In another interview, I met Sandra (49) at a Colonias Program back to school community
event. She lives with her family in a colonia within a few miles of the community center, I asked
her if she was aware of the CWF that is made at this location, she said:
“No, I didn’t even know what that was (pointing to the CWF building).”
Even though Sandra and her family are now connected to water provided by the City of Laredo,
she said:
“Yes, we have water now, but I don’t let kids drink it (from the tap) because it sometimes
does not look clean and does not taste good, so they buy bottled water.”
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I asked her if she had heard of the CWF and that it could purify the water from her tap and she
said:
“No, I have never seen that before, we still buy bottle water or the water from the
windmills so that we don’t have to drink that water.”
The Windmills she mentioned are privately owned water stations throughout the city that
sell water to customers at an average of $1.50 per a 5 gallon water jug that the customer provides
himself. According to the Windmill Express website, they “provide healthy, delicious, pure
drinking water 24 hours a day without waste of water disposable bottles”
(www.watermillexpress.com).
Throughout the years, the Colonias Program has suffered a reduction in the Texas State
Legislative funding they count on to continue their work in the colonias. This reduction in
funding has caused the loss of several supervisory positions and community outreach personnel
(promotoras) throughout the region it serves. Now, the region has only two promotoras whose
positions are funded by outside sources therefore limiting the amount of time they can dedicate
to educating the communities on topics other than the focus of their funding which was during
this study, the WIC (Women’s, Infant’s and Children’s) Program. While the lack of potable
water may be of interest to WIC recipients, the program focus is pregnant women and children
under the age of six.
At its peak, there were up to 26 promotoras in the region providing a multitude of
services including health education classes, information and referral. Promotoras were known
for visiting colonia residents in their homes to interview them and document their needs,
concerns and interests. They provided residents with handouts and pamphlets about services
being offered while at the same time, offering a level of support during those home visits. Today,
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the Colonias Program is no longer expansive enough to reach everyone with in the 62 Webb
County colonias. When I asked the promotoras about what they thought the resident’s interest in
the CWF was, they stated that they did not have enough information about the water filter and
did not know if any filters had been provided to residents. This response is in sharp contrast to
what was previously expected from promotoras in the region. Up until four years ago,
promotoras were providing weekly classes on emergency preparedness, energy conservation,
diabetes and heart health and were working closely with agencies such as the Literacy
Volunteers of Laredo, holding English as a Second Language (ESL) classes on a weekly basis.
Today, colonia residents do not have the same contact with promotoras as in the past and in some
cases have never been visited by a promotora.

AWARE OF THE FILTER
While most of the colonia residents that I interviewed did not know about the CWF, or
that it was located near their homes, (Hwy 359), one resident, Jose (68), who lived many miles
outside of the immediate service area (on Hwy 59) of the Colonias Program stated that he was
aware of the CWF:
“Yes, someone showed it to me, I don’t remember who, but I attended a
demonstration about it. I think it was the Colonias Program. I have been to the
community center, but did not know that the filter was being made there.”

Others remember a similar filter that was introduced to them by a church group from
another location. Two residents reported that several years ago, they were introduced to a filter
like the one made by the Colonias Program. The one they remember was given to them by a
church group from “up North” but none could remember exactly what church or where they were
from. Maria (36) said she received a filter like the CWF I showed to her several years ago, she
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said that a church group brought filters for several of the residents and left them for them to use.
She said,
“Yes, I have seen one before. It looks kind of like this one a church brought
it to us to use but it didn’t work, we did not know how to use it, then it broke so we
got rid of it.”
Belinda (45) said she too received a filter from a church from Houston. She said that they
felt that they were not provided with enough information about the filter and received no help to
answer their concerns.
“A group from Houston, a church group, gave us and other residents of our
colonia one like this one a long time ago, it looked like this one. I tried it,
followed the instructions they gave me but I had so many questions about it and
there was no one to ask about it.

Although some residents remember a similar filter, none could recall who first introduced it to
them, how to use it and how to maintain it. Those colonia residents that received a CWF
evidently never used it. They expressed a disinterest in it, found it inconvenient, unattractive and
untrustworthy. When asked why they did not trust it, most stated that they did not believe that it
could clean their water. They stated that had they received more information they might have had
a better understanding and might have learned to trust it with continued use. However, since no
one followed up with them they forgot about it and it was abandoned. Obviously, introducing
something new, such as the CWF, will entail continuous training and oversight so that the full
potential of the CWF can be achieved.
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PERSUASION
MISTRUST THE FILTER
Brenda (49) as previously noted, was aware of the filter, but had a negative experience
with the filter given to her by a Houston, Texas based church. She stated that she did not trust the
filter to do what they claimed it could do:
“The other filter was no good; the water was green and tasted awful.
We could not drink it. I don’t think I would want to try this one; also,
because my kids get into everything and will break it. No, I would not
like to try one.”

WILLING TO TRY THE FILTER
Susana (45) stated that she is not sure she would trust something that is made from dirt
(clay) and sawdust. She did not believe what I told her the filter could do for her. While
skeptical, she was willing to give it a try.
“I don’t know, that doesn’t make sense to me that this would clean
my water, you said it’s made with dirt and sawdust, how can it clean my water?”
After I explained in more detail the process the filter goes through when being made, and
the use of colloidal silver or Clorox to disinfect the filtered water, she (Susana) stated to me that
she was willing to try one.
“Well, I did not know about the silver, that’s interesting. I might be willing if it works, I
would use it so that I could save some money.”
NOT WILLING TO TRY
Like Brenda, Cecilia (56) said she would not be willing to try the filter. Her reason was
more aesthetic than practical. She said that her husband would be against something that looked
like that to purify their water.
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“My husband is very particular, he won’t want for us to drink water from something like
that. He prefers for us to drink good water from a bottle. No, I’m sure he would not want
me to bring something like that home.”

ONLY USE IN AN EMERGENCY
While most residents interviewed were willing to try the CWF, most said that they would
use it “only in an emergency” especially when they run out of bottle water. This was interesting
to me because while residents understood that the filter could save them money, they did not
consider using it long term or as an alternative to bottle water. Alicia (51) said,
“I think I would use it, but only in an emergency, when I run out of bottle water.”
Another resident, Anna (45) said,
“I would use it in an emergency, especially since it would save me money.
Sometimes I don’t have gas to get into town and this could tie me over until I can get to
the store.”

A STEP BACKWARDS
One resident stated to me that he felt that using a CWF was a step backwards. Jose Luis
(67), a colonia resident for over twenty years said,
“The filter is old fashion, why would we use it? They use that in Mexico and Africa,
places that have not advanced; we live in the United States.”
I should note here that Rogers’ (2003) theory accounts for more advanced steps in the
innovation process, such as decision, implementation and confirmation. However, for purposes
of this study, it is clear that, the overwhelming lack of knowledge and access to these filters
means that we must first address the knowledge and persuasion issues involved in adopting the
innovation. The decision, implementation and confirmation steps of Rogers’ theory will need to
be addressed once the CWF is diffused in colonias.
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Finally, my results have found that the majority of colonia residents interviewed have
indicated that they are willing to adopt a CWF to purify their drinking water. Several residents
were skeptical but willing to try one for themselves. While others flatly refused the idea, their
reasoning could not be justified. One resident felt that using the CWF was a set backwards,
where progress should have been made by now.

PROBLEMS WITH THE CONSTRUCTION AND DISSEMINATION
While a big problem to constructing the filters involved the cost of material and
personnel, another part of the problems according to the colonias program director, was that the
water needed to be tested to ensure that the CWFs were producing safe water to drink. Testing,
according to the program director, would need to be conducted in a certified laboratory and while
the university offered to do the testing, there were costs involved that hindered the testing. This
is an ongoing issue that has prevented the construction and subsequent dissemination of the
filters to the residents that need it the most.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to find out whether remote South Texas colonia residents
were open to adoption of a point-of-use ceramic water filter (CWF) to purify the drinking water
in their homes. Using Everett Rogers (2003) theory of diffusion of innovation I focused on two
of the stages of the five-step process Rodgers says that individuals will go through in the
decision to either adopt or reject an innovation: knowledge and persuasion. While assessing
Colonia resident’s knowledge (awareness of the filter), and persuasion (willingness to try it), I
found that most colonia residents had little to no knowledge of the filter however, I found that
with more information, they were willing to try it.

BENEFITS OF A CERAMIC WATER FILTER TO COLONIA RESIDENTS
Point-of-use ceramic water filters are a simple and low-cost answer to purifying drinking
water and they can be adopted relatively quickly. Although a CWF facility is in one of the
communities I studied, they have not been offered to colonia residents.
Per Water and Sanitation Field Notes from UNICEF, “locally produced ceramic pot-style
filters have the advantage of being lightweight, portable, relatively inexpensive, chemical free,
are low maintenance, effective and easy to use” (Brown, Sobsey et al., 2007). When colloidal
silver is added to the ceramic filter, research has found that 99.9 percent of bacteria in water can
be destroyed, making CWF’s effective against water-borne pathogens. For many colonia
residents, access to water in their homes will not happen anytime soon. Therefore, providing
residents with CWF technology, even as a temporary measure will help assure they have clean
water to drink and thus promoting better health.
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It is evident by colonia resident’s positive responses to interview questions that they are
open to adopting a CWF for their personal use, therefore according to Rogers (2003) would be
seen as early adopters to the innovation. There was no indication that a “tipping point” was
necessary as all indicated a personal choice. This was largely the decision of the woman of the
house and the majority would consider adoption of CWFs if they had more information about
their effectiveness at purifying water, the taste of the water, and knowledge of how to use the
filter. One of the major trends indicative of the adoption was the need to save money by
purchasing less bottled water; it was evident that most families were struggling to make ends
meet.

WHY IS THIS NOT HAPPENING?
This study has laid groundwork for the adoption of CWFs by colonia residents.
However, the viability of large-scale diffusion seems unlikely now as per the Colonias Program
staff interviewed. Program staff explained that despite this project existing for more than ten
years, the primary barrier is the lack of financial resources that keeps the project on hold.
Additionally, they indicated that a review by the Texas Department of Environmental Quality
(staff’s personal communication with TDEQ) required that CWFs be tested for safety and water
purity before it can be distributed to residents. As previously noted, per the program staff, there
is no money to pay for testing.
While not being able to provide these filters to the local colonia residents, the program
has shared the technology with organizations of foreign countries. This has allowed the program
to receive positive feedback from those using the filters. Additionally, CWF making facilities
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that the Colonias Program has helped establish in Mexico, Chile and Bolivia report that their
facilities are so successful that replication has occurred in other areas of need.
CWFs can provide a much-needed source of potable water for residents of Webb
County’s colonias, the barrier that has been identified, the lack of financial resources, is keeping
CWFs from reaching the intended population. While this study found that CWF technology can
be a great advantage to colonia residents, financial constraints are keeping the program from
going forward and complying with its original intended purpose. The CWF making facility
would benefit greatly from re-evaluating its program intent and securing stakeholder reengagement and support. It is apparent that the program needs help to find and secure funding as
well as to develop a sustainability plan to help assure the program’s success.
Related to difficulties with funding, another significant barrier is the lack of multistakeholder engagement and related communication problems between key actors. It would be
wise for the original funders be made aware of the problems the project is facing. As a primary
stakeholder, they should be aware of what has happened to their philanthropic gift.
Communicating to primary stakeholders such as the Rotary Clubs, who initially funded the
project, is an important consideration. It was reported that because the facility took longer to
build than was expected, at one point one of the original stakeholders, a rotary club, considered
giving up on the project because they could not get a definitive project completion date to
schedule a ribbon cutting and dedication of the facility.
The Webb County Commissioners Court, while having the facility located on countyowned property, is not involved or is not aware of the problem the program faces and the
Laredo City Council does not participate. It would be wise to approach both entities for either
funding or possibly taking over the project, especially if the current program cannot provide the
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necessary means and oversight. Philanthropic institutions, like Rotary International and faithbased organizations interested in water and health issues, should be invited to assist with the
support and sustainability of this project because water contamination issues not only affect
colonias but could presumably affect everyone at one time or another. Michigan and Louisiana
are good examples of what can happen when water sources become compromised and
contaminated during a crisis.

OPTIONS FOR DIFFUSION AND SUSTAINABILITY
There are options for the diffusion and sustainability of this program. One would be to
turn it over to residents and help them establish micro-business opportunities through the
assistance of microfinance institutional loans. Research finds that microfinance institutional
loans when used as a tool can change individual’s economic status by helping to pull them out of
poverty (Jegede, Kehinde, & Akinlabi, 2011). Colonia residents can absolutely benefit from a
program that offers credit in the form of small business loans. Those interested in this project,
besides colonia residents, could include local crafters and potters who are already familiar with
pottery making and can add this craft to their current endeavors. Another option is to turn it over
to others interested in water issues, such as conservation groups, universities and school districts.
As a starting point to begin generating interest in the resurrection of this project, I propose
the following steps be taken to begin the process.
1. Generate interest by communicating via mass media the importance of this project
and then form a planning committee.
2. Invite potential stakeholders to be members of a planning committee for the
implementation of a program to make and distribute filters to colonia residents.
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Stakeholders to this committee would include: city council members, county
commissioners, local school district officials, health department officials,
university professors, environmentalists, grant writers and interested colonia
residents and ordinary citizens. This planning committee could evolve into a
board or directors and/or an oversight committee.
3. Meet weekly for the first two months to organize and plan. Meet twice a week for
the next six months to access progress. Finally, meet monthly thereafter.
4. Funding sources would be explored and grant preparation/writing would begin.
5. Seek options for colonia residents wishing to begin small business with micro-loans
offered through local lenders focusing on low-income investors.
While Rogers’ DOI theory does an excellent job of explaining the nature of diffusion of
innovation, there are a few factors that are not addressed in his study which I found interesting in
mine. Rogers studied Iowa farmer’s decision to adopt or reject new farming technology that was
overwhelmingly useful, however, it took many years for some to realize the benefits and adopt
the techniques. Most farmers were waiting to follow the lead of others before making the
decision to adopt. My study found that while colonia residents were unaware of the CWF, they
were willing to adopt it without having to wait for others to try it first. Of course, my small
study did not compare to the years of observation that Rogers took to develop his theory. While
this study showed that some colonia residents are unaware of the CWFs, most would consider
using it. However, more detailed analysis indicates that factors beyond awareness are important.
As individuals become aware and seriously consider adopting these CWFs, there will be other
factors such as not liking the taste, or feeling a sense of social stigma when using the CWFs for
purifying the water. For one colonia resident, the issue was the idea that the use of the CWF was
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a step backwards, not in keeping with new technology that is available today. His rational was
that we live in the United States, not in some developing country, even though, living in some
colonias is equated with the same concept. This is not an isolated idea, many colonia residents
feel that way. In my experience working for the Colonias Program, I remember a time when the
promotoras attempted to introduce a solar kitchen for residents to use when they did not have
access to power sources. The solar kitchen idea was simple, however, most residents refused to
accept it as an option because again, they believed that the solar kitchen was an outdated and old
fashion method used only in countries where people live in isolation, not for them, even though
they lived under similar circumstances.
As earlier stated, at one time there were more than 20 promotoras offering services to the
colonia communities. Now there are only two. While many obvious needs continue to exist in
there region and there are very few resources to address these needs; it is understandable that the
organizations must prioritize. At present the awkward, ineffective and unsanitary water system is
the primary option for this region. Because it may cost millions of dollars to bring water pipes
into these colonias and pump water from the City of Laredo’s main water sources, at this time, it
does not seem to be a governmental priority. While the solution of the CWF may be an option,
we may not know about its potential until the project is marketed and tried in the region. While
the building stands, the human capital to help the program succeed is not there yet.
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APPENDIX A
Potters for Peace Model
CONSTRUCTION OF THE KILN
Objective: The purpose of the kiln is to heat about three days’ worth of pots (50 – 100
depending on desired volume which supports a three-day firing cycle [day one unload and
reload, day two fire, day three cool) to a temperature of approximately 1650 degrees F (890 C).
Pottery Kilns must have good temperature control (+/- 25 degrees C) and have good temperature
consistency throughout the kiln (we don’t want one side to be a lot hotter than the other).
Fuels: Just about any fuel can be used to heat the kiln. Gases such as clean natural gas
(preferred) or propane are the easiest to control. It is best to have them plumbed into the local
utilities instead of using tanks since the tanks will freeze up do to gas expansion. Oils and diesels
can be used as well and can be controlled with a spigot arrangement. All of these fuels will
require a great deal of air to be forced into the system so that the kiln will get very hot with
complete and clean combustion of the fuels.
Construction: The shape of the brick should allow good draft flow around the inside so that the
temperature is consistent. The size should be big enough to allow 3 days’ worth of pots to be
fired at once (50 – 100 pots). Firebrick (heat retardant brick) is a good solution for the walls.
Fiber Fax or other heat insulate material will be needed to make the roof. The door can be open
and then bricked in for each firing or an isolative wall can be made. Peep holes should be made
in the kiln to check on the pots and to insert a temperature sensing probe.
Factory Site Selection: The ideal location for the factory will have good access to
transportation outlets, workers, and a good supply of raw materials. The ideal site will also have
electric and fuel access for the kiln (natural gas is recommended).
The ideal site setup should have the following:
• An area to receive all materials. Including, decent road access and storage for the
clay, friable material (sawdust, rice husks…), water, and plastic containers/lids.
• An area for processing raw materials and mixing clay. The Clay and Friable Material
(means that it burns) will need to be sifted, the materials will need to be mixed, and
clay will need to be “wedged” (covered in Process section). Should be a clean area
indoors so the wind will not blow the dry mix.
• A small area for pressing the mixed lump into the mold. Does not need to be a huge
area and could be in the same room with the materials processing/mixing.
• A dry area, possibly outdoors, for drying the “green” pot (means that the pot has the
final stage but has not been fired in the kiln). This can be outside or in a tent.
Avoiding direct sunlight (depending on the season) can keep the pot from drying too
quickly - if the pot dries too quickly it will crack.
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An area for the kiln that has access to fuel (natural gas, propane, oil…). The kiln
does not need to be huge. Actually it is better if it is smaller so the temperature can
be more evenly heated. More on this in the Kiln section and Appendix 2. Kiln
Construction.
An area for the final pots to cool.
An area for the assembly of the container, spigots, lids, label, and filter.
An area for retail if the owner decides to sell product at the factory.

The diagram below is an example of a factory layout most commonly used.
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Formation of the Clay Body: With the understanding of the types of materials added to a clay
comes the ability to make a clay body that, when worked and fired, will have the desired
properties: Dry shrinkage, plasticity, total shrinkage, absorption at cone 9 (a pyro metric cone
temperature), and warpage.
The steps below outline the process for the manufacture of the ceramic water filters from
obtaining the materials to final assembly:
Step 1 – Obtaining Raw Materials
• Clay. The clay can be bought from any pottery or brick factory and is a major component
of the soil in parts of Iraq. It is preferred to have the clay sifted at the harvest site before
shipping to remove unusable rocks or clay clumps. This will also decrease the workload
at the factory.
• Friable material. This can be sawdust, rice husks, or any material that burns and has a
small particle size. Sawdust is difficult to find in Iraq due to the poor supply of lumber
but can be found in major furniture production centers like Baghdad. Rice husks can be
found wherever rice is grown but may need to be pulverized to fit through the sieve.
• Water can be found anywhere.
• Fuel for kiln. The kiln can be fired with anything that can heat it to 1650 degrees F
(890°C). Natural gas would be easiest, diesel can work, as can oil. If propane tanks are
going to be used care must be taken to ensure the manifold does not freeze up since we
will be pulling off a lot of propane to fire the kiln. ‘Residual’ from the oil refining
process can also be used, however it does not flow well below 70°F (21°C) and has a
high concentration of heavy metals. It is not recommended that the exhaust- if residual is
used- does not come in contact with the filters during firing for this reason.
• Colloidal Silver. The silver is the most difficult raw material to acquire, however there is
a liquid silver source in Spain and a powdered silver source Mexico. Fortunately a small
amount of silver treats a large number of pots (about $500 dollars-worth of silver will
treat about 20,000 pots).
• Plastic. There are a number of plastic suppliers in Iraq for containers, lids, and spigots.
The type of these is not crucial and need only have the right size for storing the water that
is filtered.
Step 2 – Sifting the clay and friable material
• Sifting the clay and friable material is important to ensure that the voids (holes) in the
final product are the correct size. Holes that are too big will cause the flow rate to be too
fast and will not filter enough dirt out of the water. Holes that are too small will cause the
flow rate to be too slow and will not produce enough drinking water for the day.
• A sieve can be made with a wooden frame (1 meter square) and window screening or
mosquito netting. The clay is dumped onto the sieve and then it is shaken onto a clean
floor. The sifted material is then swept up with broom and dustpan and placed into a
container for mixing.
• The same process is used for the friable material to ensure particle size consistency in the
mix.
Step 3 – Preparing the Dry Mix of Clay and the Friable Material
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Once the dry materials have been sifted, we are ready to prepare the dry mix. The
proportions of the clay to the friable material are crucial to determining the right
‘plasticity” and final flow rate of the filter. A 50:50 mix BY VOLUME of clay to friable
material is a good place to start. If this turns out to cause cracking in the press or feels
like it is not very plastic, add more clay to the mixture (e.g. a 60:40 mix of clay to friable
material).
The mix proportions can be done using any scoop and varying the number of scoops for
each of the ingredients. For example, a 60:40 mix can be obtained by using 3 scoops of
clay to 2 scoops of friable material.
The dry mix should be mixed thoroughly in a container, cement mixer (for larger
batches), or a plastic sheet on the floor rolled back and forth. Remember that every time
we increase the amount of clay to the mix we decrease the final flow rate of the filter. It is
crucial to experiment with the percentage to obtain the optimal proportions by volume.

Step 4 – Preparing the Wet Mix
• Once the dry ingredients have been thoroughly mixed, it is time to add the water. The
amount of water typically added to the mix is measured by weight (in Step 3, the dry mix
was added by volume). However, this can also be done by “feel” by adding the water
using experience.
• A 30% mix BY WEIGHT of water to the dry mix is a good place to start. The wet mix
should have the approximation of moistness without obvious “drippiness.” What we are
looking for is proper coating of the particle surfaces without it being so sloppy it will not
hold its shape once formed. It should feel a little drier than a typical cement mix. Just
when the clay begins to hold its shape when squeezed out through the hands it is ready. If
it is too wet it will slump in the press or fall over when drying.
Step 5 – Wedging the Clay
• When the Wet Mix is prepared we will have a moist lump of clay. In this step we wedge
or knead the clay to get further work in the moisture and get all of the air out of the
mixture. Wedging consists of folding the clay over upon itself repeatedly and applying
pressure. This is similar to kneading dough for bread.
Step 6 – Pressing the Clay into the ‘Pot’ shape
• After Wedging, we have a consistent, air-free, clump of moist clay. It is now time to
press the clay into its final shape. Begin by ensuring that the ejector plate is in the bottom
(female) mold. Then line the female mold with a garbage bag to prevent sticking when
the filter is taken out. Place the tin plate (also known as a bat) in the liner with another
piece of plastic on top of that. Finally, place the lump of kneaded clay in the female part
of the mold. It is important to have plastic separating the clay and any metal so that the
clay does not stick to the metal after pressing.
• The mold is then closed by pumping the jack handle or operating the motor (depending
on the type of press) until the male and female molds meet.
Note: In the current aluminum mold design, the proper stopping position is when the two
mold halves are about ¼ inch (6mm) apart so that the lip of the pot is about 14mm thick.
We are working to improve the mold so that this lip thickness is correct when the mold
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halves meet. The new mold design will also have rounded corners at the bottom of the pot
to make it easier for the clay to ‘Flow” around the bottom of the mold.
Once the mold is ‘closed’ hold the pot up while removing the jack (make sure to remove
the jack plate between the jack and female mold) and the jack platform. Next place the
ejection rod in the hole at the bottom of the press and align it with the hole in the bottom
of the female mold. Lowering the top mold onto the ejection pin exposes the newly
pressed filter. Be careful not to jerk the mold up and down as this will shock the filter
causing it to slump.
While the mold is in this ‘green’ (unfired) shape, it can be cleaned up to remove any
fringe clay, stamped with the date, factory symbol, and lot number. A design, if desired,
can be added also at this time for a personal touch.

Step 7 – Air drying the “green” Pot
• At this time we have a pot shape with our factory markings and ready to air dry. The
reason for drying it is to remove as much moisture as possible before placing in the kiln.
If the pot is too wet, the water in the clay will evaporate and the pot will explode. Place
the pot in a dry area for one to two days. Do not dry it too quickly or the pot will crack.
Do not put in direct sunlight especially in hot summer months.
Step 8 – Firing the Pot in the Kiln
• The dried out, green pot can now be placed in the kiln to be vitrified (chemical process
which hardens and gasifies the clay). This is a crucial step in the fabrication of the filter
and should be experimented with to make the pots properly and efficiently.
• The kiln should be fabricated properly (see Appendix 2) so that the temperature is both
controllable and even throughout the kiln. A rule of thumb for firing the kiln is: to do it as
quickly as possible without exploding or cracking the pot. It will not hurt the pot if it is
cooked too long.
• The kiln should be fired very slowly up to the boiling point of water (212 degrees °F,
100°C) so the water moisture inside the pot has a chance to escape before it boils at
212°F. After 212°F the temperature can be raise quickly to 1650°F (890°C) and held
there for several hours to cook the pot. After the pot is cooked, the kiln can be allowed to
cool slowly over 2 hours until the pot can be handled by hand. Careful not to damage the
pot while it is hot using a pyrometer temperature sensing device which have a probe that
is placed inside the kiln near the pots. These devices allow you to see the progress of the
temperature in the kiln.
Note: a good size for the kiln would be to fire three days’ worth of pots. The Kiln should
have good cross flow and draft so that the hot air circulates throughout the Kiln. Kiln
construction materials can be built out of whatever is at hand. Insulated ‘fire bricks’ and
fiber flax clot is recommended.
Step 9 – Flow tests of the Filters
• Now that we have fired the pots they are now ceramic. Allow them to cool to room
temperature for the flow test.
• The flow test is critical to for the quality of a good water filter. If the filter’s flow rate is
too fast, it will not filter out all of the dirt and disease from the water. If the filter’s flow
rate is too slow, it will not produce enough drinking water for the day to be useful. The
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flow rate we need is between 1 – 2 liters per hour. The filter should be soaked thoroughly
for the test.
The flow test can be done in a number of ways depending on the factory owner. All
techniques require the pots to be soaked in water thoroughly before the start of the test.
One technique would be to place a known quantity of water in the filter and time how
long it takes to flow out. Another would be to place water in the filter and to measure
how much goes through in 15 minutes then multiple it by four to get the liters per hour.
Use whichever method works for the owner.
Note: It is crucial to have filters that have the correct flow rate. Selling pots that are
incorrect will cause people not to use the pots and they will stop buying them.

Step 10 – Coating the filter with Colloidal Silver
• For the pots that pass the flow test, it is now time to coat them with the silver which will
kill bacterial and stop diarrhea in the drinking water. The filters must be completely dry
before coating with silver so that all of the silver will be absorbed into the filter. The
filters can be coated by either ‘painting’ the silver on with a brush or by dipping the filter
into a bath of silver dissolved in water. If painting is used, coat the inside of the pot with
2/3 of the paint (200ml) and then use the remainder of the paint to coat the outside
(100ml). The recommend process is to dip it into the silver solution bath however it may
waste more silver in the process.
• Each filter requires about 300ml of the solution with a concentration of 220 mg/L of
silver. The silver can be acquired in either a solid powder or in a liquid. Preparing the
solution can occur using either of two methods:
o For solid, powdered silver: add 66mg of Silver to 300 ml of water and mix well.
However this requires a fine measuring device like a Mettler Balance. An easier,
two-step process requires making a concentrated solution of 33,000 mg/L silver
by adding 33 grams of silver to a liter of water and then adding 2 ml of this
solution to 300 ml of water.
o For liquid silver: Add two mL of 3.2 percent (32,000 ppm) solution of colloidal
silver to 300 mL of bottled water before application.
• The 300 ml solution can be brushed on with a regular painting brush until all of the
solution is consumed. Or a 220 mg/L Silver solution can be prepared in a large volume to
be used as a bath for dipping the silver.
Step 11 – Final Drying
• Now that the filter has been coated with Silver it is ready for final drying. Place the filter
in a dry location until it is no longer wet. Be sure to separate these filters from the ‘green’
filters that are drying before they go into the Kiln.
Step 12 – Labeling of the Filter
• If desired, now is the time to label the filter to uniquely identify it as coming from your
factory. Labeling can be stamped into the green pot before firing or can be painted on at
this step (recommended). Painting occurs by painting a rectangular area with a red stain
and then using a sharp point such as a nail to etch out the label. Some ideas for labeling:
o The brand name of the filter
o The name of the filter factory
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o The date the pot was fired (this could be used as the “Lot Number”)
o The number of the pot in the lot (this could be used as the “serial number”).
Step 13 – Prepare Container and Assemble with Filter
• Plastic containers are prepared by punching a hole in the side near the bottom and
screwing on a plastic spigot. Clay containers must have the hole prepared before firing
and then the spigot is screwed on. Either type works as long as the throat of the container
holds the filter. If desired, the pots can be left unassembled and then packaged and
stacked for transport to market.
The following frames describe the parts necessary for the assembly of the press that is used to
make the filters.
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APPENDIX B
Information Sheet (English)
Introduction
You are being asked to participate in a research study. The purpose of this form is to provide you
information that may affect your decision as to whether to participate. If you decide to participate in this
study, this form will also be used to record your consent. You will also receive a copy of this form to
keep for your reference. The Principal Investigator or his/her representative will provide you with any
additional information that may be needed and answer any questions you may have. Your participation
is entirely voluntary, and you can refuse to participate or withdraw at any time without penalty or loss of
benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
What is the purpose of the study?
We are asking you to take part in a study about the use of a ceramic water filter. This water filter is an
ancient method that has been used to purify drinking water for thousands of years. We would like to
know if you are likely or less likely to adopt this method. You were selected to be a possible participant
because you are a resident of Webb County. No more than 20 subjects are expected to take part in this
study.
What will I be asked to do?
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to participate in a conversation that will be
conducted in either English or Spanish (whichever language is preferred by the group) and you will be
asked a few questions; your responses will be anonymous and will be recorded in both written notes and
by audio recording method. The conversation will take no more than one 30 minutes.
What are the possible discomforts and risks in this study?
The risks associated with this study are minimal and are not greater than risks ordinarily encountered in
daily life. Should you feel that you need counseling following your participation, you are referred to the
TAMIU Stress Center which offers free services, including to trauma victims and the general public:
TAMIU Stress Center, 915 Zaragoza St., Laredo, TX, 956-326-3120. In the event of an emergency,
including potential harm to self, always call 911.
What are the possible benefits to the participants for taking part in this study?
There are no benefits to participating in this study.
What are the possible benefits to society from this research?
The knowledge gained from this study may contribute to our understanding of whether individuals will
or will not adopt the use of a ceramic water filtration method to purify their drinking water.
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Do I have to participate?
No. Your participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate or may discontinue participation
in this project at any time, without loss of privilege or fear of retribution or evaluation by the
experimenter, and without your current or future relations with Texas A&M International University
being affected.
Who will know about my participation in this research study?
This study is anonymous. There will be no data to connect you to the information gathered. The records
of this study will be kept private. Research records will be stored securely and only Dr. John Kilburn
and Sara A. Buentello will have access to the records. Your research records will not be released without
your consent unless required by law or a court order. Your records may be viewed by the Institutional
Review Board but the confidentiality of your records will be protected to the extent permitted by law.
The data resulting from your participation may be used in publications and/or presentations but your
identity will not be disclosed.
Whom can I contact with questions about the research?
If you have questions now, you may ask the principal investigator Sara A. Buentello, 956-635-0122,
SaraA.Buentello@tamiu.edu or Dr. John Kilburn, 956-326-3221, jckilburn@tamiu.edu for information.
Whom can I contact about my rights as a research participant?
This research study has been reviewed by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Texas A&M
International University. For questions regarding your rights as a research participant, or if you have
complaints, concerns, or questions about the research, you can contact Dr. Jennifer Coronado (English),
IRB Chair, 956-326-2673, irb@tamiu.edu, or Dr. Roberto Heredia (English/Spanish), 956-326-2637,
rheredia@tamiu.edu.
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APPENDIX C
Information Sheet (Spanish)
Introducción
Se le ha invitado a participar en una investigación. El objetivo de este documento es informarle
de que manera le afectará participar o no en la investigación. En caso de que decidiera participar
este documento servirá para obtener su consentimiento. Recbirá una copia del mismo para que lo
tenga como referencia. El investigador principal o su representante le pueden informar más
detalladamente si así lo desea y le podrán contestar a cualquier pregunta que le surja. Su
participación es totalmente voluntaria y en cualquier momento puede rechazar participar o
abandonar la investigación sin ninguna consecuencia negativa.
¿Cuál es el objetivo de este estudio?
El estudio está relacionado con el uso de filtros de cerámica para purificar el agua. Este tipo de
filtros se han utilizado desde hace muchos años como alternativa para obtener agua para
consumo humano. Nos gustaría saber si le gustaría o no utilizar este método de purificación del
agua. Para este estudio necesitamos un grupo de 20 personas y le hemos seleccionado porque
usted es residente del Condado de Webb.
¿En qué consistirá su participación?
Si acepta participar en el estudio le pediremos que participe en una conversación que no durará
más de 30 minutos y que se realizará en Inglés o Español, según sea la preferencia de los
participantes del grupo. Se le pedirá que conteste a diferentes preguntas y le informamos que
durante la entrevista se tomarán notas y se grabarán sus respuestas, las cuales serán anónimas.
¿Qué incomodidades o riesgos conlleva participar en este estudio?
Los riesgos e incomodidades son mínimos.
Si usted necesita asesoramiento después de haber participado en el estudio se le referirá al Centro
de Crisis de TAMIU el cual ofrece servicios gratuitos a víctimas de trauma y al público en
general: Centro de Crisis de TAMIU 915 Zaragoza St., Laredo TX, tel. 956-326-3120. En caso
de emergencia, incluido autolesiones, llame al 911.
¿Cuáles son los beneficios que obtendré por participar en el estudio?
No hay beneficios de ningún tipo por su participación.
¿Cómo beneficia esta investigación a la sociedad?
Los resultados que obtengamos con este estudio contribuirán a saber si las personas están
dispuestas o no a utilizar un filtro cerámico como método para purificar el agua destinada al
consumo humano.
¿Estoy obligado a participar?
No, su participación es completamente voluntaria. Usted decide si quiere o no y en caso de que
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participe puede decidir dejar de hacerlo en cualquier momento, todo es sin que afecte de manera
negativa su relación o futuras relaciones con Texas A&M International University.
¿Quién tendrá conocimiento de mi participación en este estudio?
El estudio es anónimo y no habrá manera de relacionarle a usted con la información obtenida.
Los registros que se obtengan se mantedrán en privado y se archivarán de manera segura,
solamente tendrán acceso a ellos Dr. John Kilburn and Sara A. Buentello. Sus registros no serán
compartidos sin su consentimiento excepto si son requeridos por la ley o por orden de la corte.
Tendrá también acceso a sus registros el Comite Institucional de Revisión y la confidencialidad
se protejerá hasta donde la ley lo permita. Los datos que se obtengan serán utilizados en
publicaciones y/o presentaciones académicas siempre resguardando su identidad.
¿A quién puedo contactar si tengo preguntas sobre la investigación?
Si tiene preguntas en este momento la investigadora principal Sara A. Buentello o puede
comunicarse con ella al tel. 956-635-0122 o al correo electrónico SaraA.Buentello@tamiu.edu o
con el Dr. John Kilburn al tel. 956-326-3221 o al correo electrónico jckilburn@tamiu.edu para
más información
¿A quién puedo contactar para preguntar sobre mis derechos como participante en la
investigación?
Esta investigación ha sido revisada por el Comité Institucional de Revisión de Texas A&M
International University. Para preguntas relacionadas con sus derechos como participante de una
investigción o si tiene quejas, preocupaciones o preguntas puede contactar a la Dra. Jennifer
Coronado (Inglés), presidenta del Comité Institucional de Revisión, al tel. 956-326-2673 o al
correo electrónico irb@tamiu.edu o Dr. Roberto Heredia (Inglés/Español) al tel. 956-326-2637 o
al correo electrónico rheredia@tamiu.edu
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APPENDIX D
Questions asked of participants (English)
The purpose of this questionnaire is to find out whether an innovation like the ceramic water filter
can be diffused in both homophily and heterophily circumstances. The following questions will be
asked to residents that live in a Webb County colonia with no running water to gage whether they
would be open to purchasing and using the ceramic water filter as a viable innovation to purifying
their drinking water. The questions are open-ended and include a section for the interviewer’s
observations to be noted.
1. Tell me about your household.
I want to know who lives there, how long they have lived there, what the head of household
does for a living, what the gender and the ages of the members are including the children
if any, what ethnicity they claim, what they estimate is their household income, how many
years of schooling the interviewee has had and any information that they offer.
2. Does your house have running water?
If yes, what is the source, if no, I want to know how they get water to their home, if they
get it from the county water supply, what the water is used for, drinking, cooking, bathing,
washing clothes, do they buy bottled water, has any one in their family ever been sick
because of a lack of running water in their home, and any other information that they offer.
3. Do you know what a ceramic water filter is?
I want to know if they have one, if they do, do they use it, why or why not, I want them to
tell me about it, what they like or dislike about it, if they do not have one, would they want
one and would they be willing to pay for one and how much would they pay for one.
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APPENDIX E
Questions Asked of participants (Spanish)

1. Hábleme de su unidad familiar.
Me gustaría saber cuántas personas viven en su casa, desde cuándo vive aquí, a qué se
dedica el cabeza de familia, los miembros y edades de los que viven en su casa incluidos
los niños, de dónde es usted y las personas que viven con usted, cuánto calcula usted que
son los ingresos en total de su familia, hasta qué año estudió.
2. ¿Cuenta su casa con agua corriente?
En caso de no tenerla, cómo hacen para obtener agua (compran botellas, etc.), qué agua
usa para cocinar, beber, bañarse, lavar la ropa, etc. Me gustaría saber si alguien de su
familia se ha enfermado por el agua que utilizan para su consumo.
3. ¿Conoce usted los filtros de cerámica que se utilizan para purificar el agua?
En caso de no tener uno se les explicará que es y se les preguntará si están interesados en
él y si pudieran si estarían dispuestos a comprar uno. En caso de tener el filtro se les
preguntarán que es lo que les gusta del filtro y lo que no les gusta, si lo utilizan o no y por
qué.
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APPENDIX F
Pila’s
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